Invitation to the AMICE Work Package 1 progress meeting
Liège (Belgium), December 16th, 2010

Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
The AMICE Project is moving on. Latest progresses in Work Package 1 ‘Impacts of future
floods and low-flows’ are focused most specifically on the hydraulic modelling of the entire
Meuse river for future climate scenarios. The AMICE Partners have delivered their first
results and we would like to present them to all AMICE-contacts.
You are kindly invited to attend a WP1 meeting at the University of Liège (Belgium), on
December 16th, 2010. The presentations will be in English and you will have the opportunity
to address directly the scientists from the 4 countries involved in the study.
Looking forward to meeting you in Liège,
Yours sincerely,

Dr Benjamin Dewals

Ir Sylvain Detrembleur

Prof. Michel Pirotton

Meeting Program – December 16th, 2010
University of Liege, “Aquapôle” building
Campus de l'Université de Liège - Sart Tilman
Avenue des Chevreuils, 3 - Bâtiment B53, Parking P52 - 4000 Liège (Belgique)

All Participants
09:45 Welcome and coffee
10:00 Short presentation of Work Package 1 research activities (M.Fournier)
10:15 Action 6 - Hydraulic modelling: questionnaires, methodology, results (B.Dewals)
11:00 Questions from Participants (moderator M.Fournier)
11:30 Action 7 - Risk analysis : methodology for flood damage calculation (B.Sinaba)
12:15 Questions from Participants (moderator M. Fournier)
12:30 lunch break
13:30 Summary of neighbour project RheinBlick 2050 (O.DeKeizer)
13:45 Discussion on the creation of an advanced project on climate simulations for the
Meuse (moderator O.DeKeizer)
14:30 Conclusion of the session (M.Fournier)

WP1 Partners only
15:30 Progresses overview on low-flows damage calculations (leader B.Sinaba)
16:30 Starting discussions on Action 8 (leader W.Vanneuville)
17:15 Starting discussion on Action 9 (leader H.Buiteveld)
18:00 Conclusion of the day (M.Fournier)
19:30 Dinner downtown in Liege

Registration
You are kindly requested to let us know whether you will attend this AMICE event or not.
Please register to : maite.fournier@epama.fr

Venue and directions
The meeting will be held at the University of Liège, in the “Aquapôle” building. The University
campus is located about 5km outside the city centre. If you arrive by car or taxi, follow the
signs “P52” on the university campus (directions, in French). If you arrive by train at the main
station Liège Guillemins, take bus n°48 in direction “SART TILMAN UNIVERSITÉ - CHU”
and get off at the bus stop “ATELIERS”. From the city centre, you can also take bus n°58
(faster) in direction “SART TILMAN - BONCELLES”. For a detailed map of the university
campus follow this link (in French, see also next page), where the bus stop “ATELIERS” can
be seen (yellow sign) as well as the Aquapôle building (B 53).

University campus

Accomodation
Accommodation is more convenient in the city centre, where the dinner for WP1 partners will
take place. Hotel “IBIS - Centre Opéra” offers a discount on the full room rate if you request
the “university rate” (80€, incl. breakfast), but temporary promotional rates may be more
attractive. Buses n°48 and n°58 to the university campus depart next to the hotel.

